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i l ;; r = 0, the velocity of Pis2ms-rintbe
is tlr + 5)ms '] inthe Posirive i-dl
;#; tlii;;",i"" ti'"o r: r, tn" u"to"ity of P is 6 ms 1 in the positive x-drectlon'

Find the value of L (61
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2. A particle P ofmass 0.6 kg is released liom rest and slidcs dorvn a line of greatest slope
'' 

"ii -"tit 
"r""". 

The plani is inclined at 30" to the hoiizontal When P has moved 12 m'

t" .p".5 f J. t Civen that ftiction is the only non-gravitational rcsistive force acting

on P, fiod

(a) the work done against friction as the specd ofP increases from 0 ms I to 4 ms r'
(4)

(b) the coefficient of frictior betweeo the particle and the plane
(4)
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A triangular ftame is formed by cutting a unifom rod into 3 pieces which arc then joined
to form a triangle lBC, where AB : AC = 10 cm and BC: 12 cm' as shown in Figure I

(a) Find the distance of the cenke of mass of the frame from BC
(s)

The frame has total mass M. A particle of mass Mis attached to the ftame at the mid-point
of -BC The frame is then fteely suspended ftom, ard hangs in equilibrium'

(b) Find the size of the angle between BC and the vertical'
(4)

fY\ds nrto Lo'tO'D
+ 5.5-b
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Figure I
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A car ofmass 750 kg is moving up a straight road inclined at an angle , to the horizontal,
. - L ^ ,where sin d : -. Thc rcsistancc to motion of the car from non-gravitational forces has

consta[t magnitude R newtons. The power developed by thc car's cnginc is 15 kW and tbe
car js moving at a constant speed of20 ms-1.

(a) Show that R:260.
(4)

The power developed by the car's engine is now increased to 18 kW. The magnitude ofthe
resistarce to motion from non-gravitational forces remains at 260 N. At the instant when
the car is moving up the road at 20 ms I the car's acceleration is a ms 2.

(b) Find the value of a.
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lln lhis question i {tnd j are perpendicular unil vectors in a horizolllal Plane.l

A ball ofmass 0.5 kg is froving with velociq/ ( 10i + 24j) ms I whcn it is struck by a bat.
lmmediately after the impact the ball is moving with velocity 20i ms r.

Find

(a) the magnitude of the impulse of the baa on the ball,
(4)

(b) the size of the angle between the vcctor i and the impulse exefted by the bat on the
ball,

(2)

(c) the knetic energy lost by the ball in the impact.
(3)
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S=1U|3

(3)
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Figure 2

Figure 2 shows a uniform rod l-B of mass iz and length 44. The end I of the rod is fteely
hinged to a point on a vertical wall. A parlicle of mass m is attached to the rod at B. One
end ofa light inextensible string is attached to the rod at C, where lC = 3a. The other end
of the string is attached to the wall at D, where AD : 2a ar,d D is vertically above I The
rod rests horizontally in equilibrium in a vertical plane perpendicular to the wall and the
tension in the stdng is f.

(a) Show that T= Cl13.
(5)

The particle ofmass tl at B is removed from the rod and replaced by a paiticle ofmass M
which is attached to the rod at B. The string breaks ifthe tension exceeds 2t tg{13. Given
that the sting does not break,

(b) show that M {lz.

b) Ts 2o^rA.G
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8. A small ball,! ofmass 3z is moving with speed I in a straight line on a smooth hoiizontal

tablc. The ball collides directly wiih another small ball B of mass m moving with speed

& towards I alolg the same straight li[e. The coefficient of restitution between '4 and B

is I. The balls have the same radius and can be modelled as partlcles'

(a) Find

(i) the speed ofl immediately after the collision,

(ii) the speed of B immediately afler the collision

After the collision B hits a smoolh vertical wall which is perpendicularr to the direclion of

motion of B. The coellicient of restitution between -B and the wall is ;

(b) F;nd the speed ofB immediately after hitting the wall 
e)

The fiIst collision between ,4 and B occured at a distance
collide again 7 seconds after the fiIst collision

l120
(c) Show that I =-.

v.tv'
ft

(7)

4a ftom the wall. The balls

(6)
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so r^l"on 6) fi,h!{* , }
4Pa.nt t.l*.
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